ENGLISH SAMPLE TEST 1

1. I ... get up very early tomorrow morning – I start work only at noon.
   a) must   b) have   c) needn't   d) should

2. This time tomorrow we ... on the beach in Hawaii.
   a) will lie   b) will be lying   c) will have lain   d) will have lying

3. By the time they arrived home, their house ... .
   a) had burgled   b) was burgled   c) had been burgled   d) burgled

4. He won't help you unless ... .
   a) you don't ask   b) you ask   c) you won't ask   d) you will ask.

5. Jill finally passed her driving test ... .
   a) , which is good news   b) which is good news   c) , that is good news   d) that is good news

6. ... open the door for you?
   a) Shall I   b) Will I   c) Do you want that I   d) Would you like that I

7. He ... go jogging as much as he does now.
   a) didn't use to   b) didn't used to   c) didn't get used to   d) wasn't used to

8. They've already gone. They ... a few minutes ago.
   a) was leaving   b) left   c) have left   d) had left

9. Her phone is ... yours
   a) the same as   b) the same that   c) similar than   d) similar that

10. Pete would have forgotten his interview if we ... him.
    a) didn't warn   b) wasn't warned   c) hadn't warned   d) hadn't been warned

11. Jacky ... the flat all day yesterday.
    a) was cleaning   b) cleaned   c) had been cleaning   d) had cleaned

12. I wish you ... me about this earlier.
    a) told   b) would tell   c) had told   d) would have told

13. This soup ... . Can I taste it?
    a) looks delicious   b) looks deliciously   c) is looking delicious   d) is looking deliciously
14. I ... my best friend for 15 years.
   a) know          b) am knowing          c) have known          d) have been knowing

15. You ... noise in the library.
   a) mustn’t       b) needn’t            c) don’t have to        d) don’t need to

16. You... those jeans. They don’t suit you.
   a) shouldn’t have bought   b) shouldn’t bought    c) can’t have bought   d) can’t bought

17. The midday weather was ... for us to walk around.
   a) too hot          b) very hot        c) so hot            d) enough hot

18. I ... talk to her again if I were you.
   a) will talk           b) would talk        c) would have talk    d) would talked

19. I am not sure where Tom is. He ... to the garage.
   a) might have gone    b) can have gone     c) should have gone   d) would have gone

20. My friend invited me to his new villa, of ... he is very proud.
   a) what          b) whom          c) which         d) that

21. Stomatology is the branch of medicine concerned with diseases of the _______.
   a) mouth         b) stomach        c) body            d) gums

22. Patients with rheumatoid arthritis can experience a limited series of movement. 'Series of movement’ means the same as ________.
   a) range of motion  b) rate of motion c) rate of flexibility d) range of disability

23. Which suffix means diminution?
   a) –osis        b) –pathy         c) –itis          d) –penia

24. Both doctors and patients should ________ to find the most beneficial way of treating hypertension.
   a) change       b) strive         c) concern        d) consider

25. When an electrical impulse is released from the SA node, it ________ the atria ________.
   a) is caused - contract   b) causes - contraction
   c) causes - to contract   d) is causing - to contract
26. Many factors are known to influence an individual's susceptibility to infection. The word 'susceptibility' means the same as_______.
   a) capability   b) morbidity   c) predisposition   d) response

27. If one has vascular problems, he has to see a/an_______.
   a) urologist   b) pulmonologist   c) angiologist   d) nephrologist

28. An_______ in the conduction of the impulse from the SA node to other parts of the heart is known as heart block.
   a) impairment   b) impediment   c) exertion   d) arrhythmia

29. Loss of bone mass in osteoporosis is a degenerative process. The word 'degenerative' means the same as _________.
   a) deteriorating   b) delayed   c) continuous   d) up-building

30. ________ methods are based on practical experience, such as observations.
   a) Etiological   b) Empirical   c) Pathological   d) Physiological